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I want to be
there...

“

There are decades where
nothing happens; and there are
weeks where decades happen,”
said Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. The ‘’Zeitgeist’’ of a time is its defining spirit or
its mood. Capturing the ‘’zeitgeist’’ of
the now is not an easy thing because
we are living in a dizzyingly fluid
moment.
Charles Onyango-Obbo @cobbo3

tweeted ‘’Police teargas Malawi
protests against Mutharika’s election “theft. Liberia demos against
corruption, Weah shutters internet.
In Sudan military slaughter 100 in
continuing pro-democracy protests
weeks after Bashir fell. In Algeria
Bouteflika ousted by protestors.
What’s up?’’Indeed What’s up?
The ‘’zeitgeist’’ of the Revolution
in Khartoum was intoxicating. As
I watched events unfold it felt like
Sudan was a portal into a whole new
normal. David Pilling in the Financial
Times captured the Essence by
quoting William Wordsworth, who
wrote of the French Revolution... And
then Darfur came to Khartoum, or
was it Tiananmen and Tahrir Square?
And now we have two visions of the
Future. One vision played out on
our screens, the protestors could
have been our wives, children. The
other vision is that of MBS, MBZ
and Al-Sisi and its red in tooth and

claw. Vladimir and Xi backed the
Gulf and America is below the radar.
Hugh Masekela said ‘’I want to be
there when the people start to turn
it around.’’ Sudan is a Masekela pivot
moment. Down south, the rand
crossed 15.00 levels which were
seen previously in extremes like
when President Zuma conjured up
Des Van Rooyen as finance minister.
The economy retracted sharply in
the first quarter. Populists in the
ruling party are flirting with radical
economic concepts such as quantitative easing and are determined to
undermine the status of the Reserve
Bank. It seems there is an increase in
violent crime and farm attacks. The
rand is close to R15 for a dollar. Eskom, Transnet, and SAA are close to
collapse, the ANC is in open rebellion
except as Thabo learnt the president
serves at the pleasure of the ANC
and not the other way round. I don’t
see how this gets finessed in fact the

direction of travel is for the fissure
to get wider, Add into the mix a very
soft Q1 and a China-South Africa
feedback loop which is undergoing
a trend reversal and we have some
ingredients in play and pointing to
a further slide in the Rand. I would
be selling rebounds and out of the
money call options and buying puts
with the premium received.
Zimbabwe has finally dialled
up Madam Lagarde but here too
Mnanagwa is not only in the habit of
hitching rides on MBZ’s I am sure well
appointed planes but also leans to
MBZ’s vision of the Future. In Zambia
President Lungu is seeking to ‘’nationalise’’ Aggarwal’s Copper Mines
and the strategy seems to flip it and
clip the transaction for some juicy
brokerage. Problem with this strategy is that the price of copper is down
-11.4% since mid-April and there is
simply nothing left of FX reserves.
Bond yields are in default. What

happened to the cashew nut crop in
Tanzania? What I missed entirely was
the big spike in [SnapChat +155%
YTD] African rare earth producers.
Reuters reported that Pentagon
has held talks with both companies
following threats by Beijing to cut off
supply to the country, Rainbow Rare
Earths, which is developing a project
in Burundi, said it could neither
confirm nor deny the news. Mkango,
which wants to build a mine and
processing plant in Malawi, did not
immediately respond to a request
to comment. Rainbow Rare Earths
last traded up 38 per cent at 7.69p,
while Mkango was up 42 per cent
at 10.375p. Rare earths are a group
of 17 niche minerals that are used in
electronics, electric cars, and some
military equipment such as night
vision goggles and lasers. Which is
the quandary. It is better to act than
to say.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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What KRA’s revenue school
plans to fix the local tax maze
It is one of four accredited institutions of World Customs Organization in region

STAR: How does Kesra work to change
the attitudes of people to embrace
paying taxes?
We want Kenyans to be aware, and
see tax payment as a patriotic duty,
and co-operate in paying their taxes.
Why should the taxman be running
after you to pay your taxes? We need
to see those attitudes change,
Get the knowledge, for example,
on what to do when importing a donation, what standard of a product
to ship to Kenya.
We also want big companies such
as multinationals, to think of having
a tax office, which handles the details of their firms. A firm such as
KTDA has a tax office, making their
paperwork easy to manage.

MERCY GAKII
@Gakiiz

How much do you know about your
tax obligations? When should you
get a tax refund and how? Which
duties should you pay when you are
importing merchandise?
Does your employer understand the
taxes that their staff should pay, and
which exemptions are available for
taxpayers? Commissioner of KESRA Fred Mugambi (PHD) explains
why this institution, run by Kenya
Revenue Authority will help sort the
tax puzzle.
STAR: Who is Fred Mugambi?
I’m a KRA Commissioner and head
of the Kenya School of Revenue Administration. Prior to this appointment, I served for three years as
deputy commissioner in the same
docket.
Before that, I served at JKUAT for
11 years, becoming senior lecturer
and the director of their Mombasa
Campus. I headed JKUAT’s Mombasa Campus for seven years. Before
that I taught at KEMU and worked
for Kenindia Assurance.
While at JKUAT I also conducted
consulting assignments for GIZ, JICA,
Faulu Kenya, EABL and Consumer
International. I have done consultancy work in six countries.
STAR: What is Kesra and how is the
institution making a difference to the
function of KRA?
Kesra is KRA’s training School, accredited by Technical and Vocational Educational Training Authority
(TVETA) and National Industrial
Training Authority (NITA). Our core
mandate is to train the 7000 KRA
staff.
We also offer training to the public
including certificate and diplomas

comes in, such as on how to file returns, how to calculate VAT and other
requisite taxes are all about. Kesra is
the institution that contextualizes
your degree knowledge to international and local tax practice. Bits and
pieces, bolts and nuts such as double
taxation agreements, how to tax a
Kenyan living abroad, tax compliance position of a company, when a
company should demand a refund
from KRA among other details are
all tied up at Kesra.

Commissioner of Kenya School of Revenue Administration at his office in Times Tower, Nairobi /FAITH MUTEGI

in tax, fiscal policy, customs, freight
forwarding, postgraduate diplomas
and a masters degree in tax and customs areas in partnership with both
JKUAT and Moi Universities.
Among its unique features, KESRA
is one of the four accredited training
institutions of the World Customs
Organization in East and Southern
Africa.
We also host the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) regional academy
on tax crimes and are the regional
training partner of African Tax Administration Forum (ATAF).

STAR: How do you source for students
for Kesra? Are KRA staff expected to
be trained at Kesra?
The need for knowledge is huge.
Other than advertising for regular
students, we look forward to partnering with counties to help collect
their revenues too.
Our staff is expected to take continuous professional development
courses, which will be provided
on mobile and can be accessible to
staff at their workstations across
the country. Some of these courses
will be structured to run in a few
minutes where staff can go through

the material while in traffic, or in
the elevator. They will then need to
answer a quiz by logging on to the
e-learning portal. This way, we shall
know whether they engaged with
the content.
STAR: Where are Kenyans getting it
wrong in matters of tax, making their
returns, issues of tax avoidance?
The kind of tax knowledge that has
been in the public space for many
years was largely general; the kind
learned when one is studying for
their degree or diploma. However,
what you learned in class may not
be sufficient when the practical part

STAR: What’s Kesra’s strategic plan
for Kenya in the tax space and how
do you expect to meet these plans?
We plan to create a learning organization, where each staff member
is required to clock some hours of
learning per year.
This will be possible where content
is delivered through micro-learning
sites such as on departmental portals.
We also have an agenda for Africa.
Locally, we are looking at revenue
collection from the digital economies, and there are plans to have this
happen in a way that their business
value is calculated with a tax apportioned to these enterprises. We plan
to draft an appropriate tax for oil and
gas, which will be a first for the region. We expect that Kenya will reap
from these resources soon hence we
need to be ready.
Other professionals we want to
train are judges, lawyers, and other judicial officers. They need to be
equipped with finer details on tax
that will help them make informed
judgments in courts too.

